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There are rich data in the manufacturing information systems, but they are not utilized in an
effective way.  The establishement of assembly data mining platform is to take advantage of the
data to improve assembly process. Assembly factors and assembly data mining templates are the
core tables in the assembly database. The methods of dealing with data vacancies and noise
points are  pre-set in the data mining templates. Python is used as the data mining engine by
script customization and algorithm library encapsulation. Firstly, Python algorithm scripts are
customized when programing the platform. Then the platform generates the execution script
according to the user operation. Finally,  the main program of  Python executes the generated
script and returns the results. Also, Mlpy is applied to make corresponding algorithm processing
module. The functions are pre-compiled so that the assembly technicians without knowledge of
data mining can utilize the assembly data to predict the assembly performance and analyse the
assembly process.
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1.Introduction

As the  last  link  in  the  manufacture  of  mechanical  systems,  Assembly has   important
influence  on  the  dynamic  performance[1].  There  are  many  factors  such  as  component
properties, assembly process, assembly method and assembly environment which may affect the
performance.  Some of  them are  non-linear  and hard to  control.  Furthermore,  each part  has
different geometric errors of each assembly. Thus, it is difficult to make theoretical analysis on
the key assembly processes of complicated assembly. At present, the assembly shop takes long-
term continuous trial,  repeated adjustment and accumulation of  experience to  guarantee the
mechanical product performance. This costs a large amount of cost and time[2].

On the other hand, with the rapid development of data mining technology and the gradual
popularization of information systems such as PDM, CAPP, ERP and MES in recent years, data
mining  on  the  assembly  process  data  becomes  a  feasible  solution  to  achieve  assembly
performance  prediction[3].  Kretschmer  introduces  the  implementation  for  knowledge-based
design for assembly in agile manufacturing by using data mining methods in the field of series
production  with  high  variance[4].  Wallis  presents  an  approach  for  data  mining-supported
generation of assembly process plans to enhance planning efficiency based on the classification
and clustering of product and process data[5]. Schmitt explores the application of data mining to
a  precision  assembly task  to  maximize  the  yield  and machine  uptime  at  the  full  scope  of
available  data[6].  Cheng  reviews  the  development  and  makes  discussion  of  data  mining
techniques on the applications production management[7].

Python  is  an  object-oriented  scripting  language  and  widely  used  in  data  mining
nowadays[8]. It has many advantages such as flexibility, open source, good scalability and rich
library of methods. Machine Learning Python(mlpy) is a high-performance Python library for
predictive modeling. In  light of  the previous research[9], an assembly data mining platform is
built based on Python by managing assembly process data, setting up assembly database and
establishing assembly data mining template. Mlpy is applied to make corresponding algorithm
processing moduleby which the assembly technician can learn the knowledge of the assembly
process data and boost product accuracy.

2.Platform Structure

According to the analysis of  the assembly data mining process[10],  the assembly data
mining platform structure is divided into support layer, integration layer, functional layer and
user layer(Figure 1). The support layer mainly includes assembly data sources, assembly mining
templates and data mining function modules. The data come from the database of enterprise
information  system.  The  manufacturing  system database  provides  product  assembly  BOM,
material parameters,  dimension tolerances,  and  product performance testing results,  etc.  The
integration layer provides access to data exchange among the platform, algorithm and database.
The  interfaces  include  database,  Web  services,  algorithm  libraries  and  visualization  tools.
Function layer  is  the  core  of  assembly data  mining  system  including assembly information
management, assembly process management and data mining process control. The user layer is
widely  used  and  maintained  by  assembly  process  designers,  assembly  technicians,  quality
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inspectors and data mining technicians. The user layer provides interfaces for different users to
simplify functions and the operation process.

Figure 1: Assembly Data Mining Platform Structure

3.Assembly Data Integration

The assembly data mining needs the whole process data, since the different assembly data
may come from different manufacturing departments and the data may be saved in different
databases.  Besides, the database and data format may be programmed by different  software
companies.  As  a  result,  the  data  cannot  be  effectively  shared  and  compatible.  Therefore,
assembly data integration is necessary.

3.1Assembly Database Information Model

IDEF1X method is used to establish database information model. The information models
of  assembly  factors and assembly data  mining  templates  are  introduced. Figure 2(a)  is  the
assembly associated relationship information model. 

Figure 2: Information Models of Assembly Factors and Assembly Data Mining Templates

The material is the root node and the internal code is the foreign key relationship among
BOM, process and instance. Each table is attached to the sub-tables, such as parts, parameters,
assembly relationship, assembly process parameters table, etc. The instance table refers to each
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assembly product and inherits all the basic assembly information. Figure 2(b) is the information
model of assembly data mining template. Each template includes the source of the data column
for the current dataset, preprocessing algorithm and missing data completion rules.

3.2 Assembly Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing is the key step of data mining and directly affects the accuracy of
results. The data have noise points and vacancies. As each assembly process parameter has their
own tolerance range, it only needs to identify the instance with noise points. Then the assembly
technician can analyze whether the parameter is a data entry error and identify the eligibility of
the instance.  The methods  of  dealing with data  vacancies  include deleting the current  data
instance,  completing the preset value,  the  completing the distribution rules value and manual
inputting.  Distribution  rules  include  uniform  distribution,  normal  distribution  and  Weibull
distribution.

4. Python Algorithm Integration

The  platform achieves  the  algorithm integration  by  calling  the  Python  script.  Firstly,
Python algorithm scripts  are  customized when programing the platform.  Then the  platform
generates the execution script according to the user operation. Finally, Python main program
executes the generated script and returns the results.

4.1 Algorithm Execution Flow

Figure 3 shows the algorithm execution flow chart, which mainly refers to the process of
operation  when  user  is  operating  the  platform.  The  main  features  are  the  algorithm
preprocessing, target data setting and test data setting. Algorithm preprocessing is inevitable
according  to  algorithm  characteristics.  For  example,  k-Nearest-Neighbor  for  classification
requires the assembly technician to pre-classify and specify the data column classification label.

Figure 3: The Algorithm Execution Flow               Figure 4: Python Script Customization Flow

4.2 Python Script Customization

Python script is generated dynamically and runs automatically by the platform after the
user performs data mining operations. The main content is loading the algorithm library, setting
the data  input  and output  paths and executing the algorithm.  Numpy component  is  used to
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calculate the N-dimensional array of the same element. Matplotlib component is used to draw
the data mining result map. The specific process is displayed in Figure 4.

4.3 Algorithm Library Encapsulation

The function of each algorithm in mlpy has its own class, parameters and return values.
Algorithm library encapsulation means programming the algorithm script in accordance with
the characteristics  of the  respective functions with the data mining process.  Thus when the
platform calls the algorithm library, the execution script only need to set the input and output
data with standard format. For example, Ridge regression is known as regularized least squares ,
and  itsmain  function  invloves training  data,  targeting values  and  regulating parameter.  And
training data must  be centered by columns.  After  computing the regression coefficients and
intercept, the function can predict the response of the test data. 

4.4 Platform Application and Case Study

Figure 5 is the data mining interface of the platform.  Here is a case about the frequency
study of bearing assembly so as to find out the relationship of axial bearing clearance, spacing,
driving torque, bearing initial contact angle and first order frequency. The assembly technicians
choose the data mining template of bearing-frequency and then select ten assembly instances in
the database. The platform extracts the process parameters in the assembly instance according to
the preset parameters in the template and automatically generates the training data set.  

Figure 5: Data Mining Interface of the Platform

Ordinary least squares regression is used to analyze the problem and angle is not selected
as the training data. This method returns the coefficients and intercept and the expression can be
written  as  Frequency=-0.32663047Clearance+0.06156934Spacing+0.30138061Torque.  From
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the  coefficients as it shows, clearance and torque have exerted  greater influences on the first
order  frequency  compared  with  spacing.  And  the  first  order  frequency  increases  with  the
increment of  torque and diminution of clearance.

5. Conclusion

Assembly data mining platform is introduced and Python is proposed as the data mining
algorithm  library.  The  information  models  of  assembly  factors  and  assembly  data  mining
templates are built according to the assembly process. To simplify the data mining process, the
methods of dealing with data vacancies and noise points are preset in the data mining templates.
To  reduce  the  difficulty  of  operating the  platform,  Python  script  was customized  and
encapsulated in the platform. In this way, the assembly technicians without knowledge of data
mining  can  utilize  the  assembly data  to  predict  the  assembly performance  and analyze  the
assembly  process.  With  the  proposed  platform,  data  mining  technology can  be  applied  to
manufacturing data in the enterprise information systems and databases.
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